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Introduction
Environmental philanthropy works. Here’s a collection of
nearly 30 stories of donors providing funds that helped
solve significant environmental problems. Ranging from
£5,000 to millions, in each instance, their support had a
transformative effect.

• Funding collaborative initiatives between different
organisations working towards a common goal can
significantly increase their collective impact.
• Likewise, collaborating as funders to increase the
investment in a particular initiative can help to get it over the
line – and build confidence among other funders to donate
more.

The environment is humanity’s life support. Yet the
systems we have established – economic, industrial, even
political – are changing our climate, endangering our
fellow species, and robbing us of our health and wellbeing. COVID-19 was our starkest warning yet that
human and environmental health are inextricably linked,
and more pandemics are likely if we continue to degrade
nature. We have plenty of solutions to each of these
problems – plenty of ways to redesign our systems – but
the funds currently available for that work are a fraction
of what they need to be.

• Compelling successes have resulted not only through
funding specific projects or initiatives, but – perhaps more
often – through providing unrestricted or core funds to an
organisation to allow staff the flexibility to spend them in the
most strategic way.
• Just because a particular issue receives very little funding
now doesn’t mean it isn’t important, and funding can enable
work that helps to demonstrate just how critical it is.
• Place-based initiatives are much more likely to be successful
if they work with, and ideally directly benefit, local
communities to ensure their buy-in and support – as one
funder put it, ‘working with local people is the only guarantee
of long-term success’.

Imagine if many more people discovered the immense joy,
sense of purpose and impact that can come from sharing
their wealth to support solutions. After all, environmental
philanthropy can be transformative: for the giver, the
receiver and the problems we’re trying to tackle.

• Taking a gamble on an ambitious or innovative approach
will at the very least generate valuable lessons learned – but
could pay huge dividends. As another donor said, ‘If we
funders all wait for impact reports and assurances, we’re
going to be toast before we know it.’

We hope this collection will give you confidence that
change is possible, and inspire you to get behind it, for
your own sake, and for the duty of care we have to
ensuing generations.

Immerse yourselves in these stories: enjoy them as they take
you on a trip around the world and we hope you’ll come back
fired up. What issues are close to your heart, and how will
you make a difference?

Together, the stories reveal some common themes:
• Even a comparatively small amount of funding can have
a tangible impact, particularly when it can be used to lever
in much larger amounts from other sources.
• Sustained support over many years can ensure that
a project not only gets off the ground but can grow
into something much bigger and more successful than
originally envisaged.
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“I’m new to environmental philanthropy – where should I start?”
We asked the funders who contributed the stories compiled here for their advice to
someone new to environmental philanthropy. Here’s what they said:
“As a grant-maker you are a free
soul. You are neither business nor the
government. You are independent and
so you have a unique opportunity to
experiment. Take risks! If you never fail,
you have failed.”
DR LISBET RAUSING
(ARCADIA FUND)

“To start your journey in environmental
philanthropy I highly recommend a
listening tour. Talk to funders and
implementers in this space to learn
about priorities and challenges. Decide
how to position your philanthropy
across the range of possibilities: radical
change versus incremental change; global
organizations versus local organizations;
field work versus policy work; hands on
versus hands off; strategy driven versus
opportunity driven. Lastly, work hard to
establish a trusting two–way relationship
with your new grantees. The transaction
costs are high when there is a lack of
trust on either side.”
LYNDA MANSSON
(MAVA FOUNDATION)

“Join the Environmental Funders
Network (or similar funder networks
in your country) to meet with fellow
philanthropists and grantmakers,
understand what conversations the field
is having, and where the gaps and needs
are that you could help fill.”
EVA REHSE

“Act now – the climate and nature
crisis is too urgent for procrastination.
Follow your passion not the fashion –
an emotional attachment to a project
will keep you committed for longer and
bring greater rewards. Give more than
money – many projects and partners
need your expertise and skills as much
as they need your financial support.
Enjoy the journey – you will get back
much more than you give.”
KEVIN COX
(INDEPENDENT FUNDER)

“Being drawn to environmental funding
is like answering the soul’s call to
throw yourself into preserving and
regenerating what you love best, the
heart-wrenching perfection and beauty
of the natural world. The first steps are
to familiarise yourself with the terrain
of environmental funding; who is doing
what and how effectively? Networking
is an invaluable way to do this; the
Environmental Funders Network was
and remains an essential resource to our
giving process. Finally, pooled funding
is another huge learning resource – a
great place to leverage your grants and
to avoid the pitfalls of administrative
waste or the silo mentality –
unconnected and less effective than
when working as part of a syndicate
with a common purpose.”
DEVIKA WANEY MOKHTARZADEH
(SAVITRI WANEY CHARITABLE TRUST)

“The best place to start on the journey
funding environmentally motivated
causes is a cup of tea with EFN staff.
Inspiring, knowledgeable, challenging
and an absolute font of information!”
WENDY POLLECOFF
(TAURUS FOUNDATION)

“High engagement philanthropists
realise that change requires
participation beyond donating money to
environmental causes. This may include
assisting with fundraising, networking,
advocacy, or other purposeful ways of
sharing your gifts and talents to support
the organisation.”
GEORGIE WHITE
(WHITLEY FUND FOR NATURE)

“It is not necessarily about the amount
you give, it is about where those funds
will make the most difference. Even
modest grants can have a huge impact
in certain areas. Talk to other funders
who can share advice on how funds can
be best used.”
SIMON MICKLEBURGH
(RUFFORD FOUNDATION)

“Work with the best people you can
find. Gather positive minds. Your first
step might fill you with fear, but your
next may make you smile with quiet
satisfaction. Later, privately, you can
glow with pride. You did your bit to
make the world a better place.”
ANONYMOUS

(GLOBAL GREENGRANTS FUND UK)
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Establishing community-led marine ranger
programmes in Turkey
In 2013, we awarded one of our flagship
prizes for conservation leadership, the Whitley
Award, to Zafer Kizilkaya. He was working
to improve enforcement of coastal no-take
zones (NTZs) in Gökova Bay, one of the most
degraded bays in Turkey. With the goal of
recovering fish stocks and biodiversity, Zafer
trained members of the community to be
marine rangers, patrolling the coast, reporting
illegal activity and raising awareness about
the state of the sea. We gave him £35,000
in funding to support that work; as a result,
Zafer and his team saw fish populations
increase, and developed a successful
community-led enforcement scheme.

Funder
Whitley Fund for Nature
(Danni Parks)

Grantee
Zafer Kizilkaya, Mediterranean
Conservation Society

I ss u e

focus

Coastal and marine ecosystems

Funding

level

£155,000 over several years

Project

l o c at i o n

Turkey

Given his success, in 2015 we awarded
Zafer a further £70,000 over two years to
coordinate patrolling against illegal fishing
and trawling in the NTZs, consolidating his
efforts in Gökova. Zafer worked alongside
local fishers to implement more sustainable
practices, and initiated a campaign to improve
fishers’ livelihoods by targeting harmful
invasive species.

restore ecosystems and deliver results for
people and wildlife.
In 2017, we awarded Zafer the Whitley
Gold Award, which included £50,000 in
funding to scale up his approach in nearby
Fethiye Bay. Leveraging this success, Zafer
has since received funding from other
sources to replicate the project across 500
square kilometres of the Mediterranean
coastline. Zafer’s story shows that sustained
support, through a series of grants over
time, can lead to large-scale conservation
wins. Experts now deem his work to be one
of the most successful marine projects in
the world, and Zafer himself has become
an established conservationist, receiving
significant grants from other organisations
that exceed our own giving capacity. As a
funder targeting mid-career conservationists
with an aim of helping them to become
established leaders with international
support, this is exactly what we had hoped
the Award would help him to achieve.
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Putting the brakes on trade deals that
damage the environment
Two proposed trade agreements threatened regulatory ‘races
to the bottom’ on a raft of different standards on both sides
of the Atlantic. Both the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP – between the European Union and the
United States) and the Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA – between the European Union and Canada)
posed risks to food and farming standards, environmental
health and consumer protections. They also threatened the
provision of public services, for example in the healthcare sector.
In addition, TTIP would have set the stage for a huge expansion
in the use of Investor State Dispute Settlement (ISDS). This is the
controversial legal mechanism under which corporations can
sue governments for large sums of taxpayers’ money, claiming
that changes to the law or regulations have unreasonably
reduced the profits from their investments. More and more
fossil fuel companies are turning to ISDS to try to dissuade
governments from tackling climate change.

‘At the start of the campaign, it seemed completely
implausible that TTIP could be stopped. We were
hugely impressed that a disparate group of civil
society organisations in 23 EU countries made the
process so politically toxic that it ground to a halt.’

‘As a result of Zafer’s work in Gökova Bay, marine biomass has risen by an astounding 800 per cent since
2010, fishers’ income has increased four-fold and critically endangered Mediterranean monk seals have
returned to the bay. Experts deem this one of the most successful marine projects in the world.’

The JMG Foundation supported the work of the Seattle to
Brussels Network through 2014–2016, as the Network helped
ever examples of Europe-wide civil society organising. Many
to coordinate the pan-European campaigns against TTIP and
organisations were involved and many other funders contributed
CETA. At their peak, these campaigns involved more than six
to this success, but the Seattle to Brussels Network played a
hundred civil society organisations, ranging from environmental
central coordination role.
NGOs to consumer groups, and farmers’ organisations to trade
unions. There was a huge amount of energy
The strength of the opposition from civil
Funder
across the networks, with demonstrations
society contributed to the suspension of
JMG Foundation
in multiple cities creating a fantastic buzz.
the TTIP negotiations, and to the most
(Jon Cracknell)
We had a sense of riding a wave of popular
controversial aspects of CETA being put on
mobilisation.
Grantee
hold – for the time being. At the start of the
Seattle to Brussels Network (S2B)
campaign, it seemed completely implausible
Concerned people established national
that TTIP could be stopped: so much political
I ss u e f o c u s
campaigns in 23 out of 28 EU Member
Trade and finance
capital and corporate lobbying was being
States and more than 3.4 million people
directed towards concluding a deal. We were
signed the self-organised European Citizens’
Funding level
hugely impressed that a disparate group of
Initiative against TTIP and CETA, smashing
£82,000
civil society organisations in 23 EU countries
all previous records. Seasoned campaigners
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
made the process so politically toxic that it
see the movements against TTIP and
Europe and North America
ground to a halt.
CETA as being among the most successful
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It has been a delight for us to watch Zafer
and his Mediterranean Conservation
Society go from strength to strength, and
to play a role in the growth of this highly
effective work. Our director Danni Parks
visited Zafer in 2019 and was blown away
by all he and his team continue to achieve – and thrilled to see
not just one but two Mediterranean monk seals!

As a result of his work, marine biomass has
risen by an astounding 800 per cent since
2010, fishers’ income has increased fourfold and Mediterranean monk seals, which
are among the world’s most endangered
marine mammals, have returned to the bay. Zafer’s efforts
clearly demonstrate that well-managed marine reserves can
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Working with farmers to restore the land in Zimbabwe
The Tudor Trust has a targeted funding
stream supporting agroecology – an
ecological approach to farming that allows
farmers both to produce food and steward
nature – in Africa. Through this initiative,
we support various organisations in
Zimbabwe (the Njeremoto Institute,
Chikukwa Ecological Land Use
Community Trust and the TSURO Trust)
to implement and share learning around
Holistic Land and Livestock Management,
or HLLM.

Funder
Tudor Trust

Grantee

time-intensive herding of small numbers of
livestock every day to only herding when
it is their turn with the joint herd.

Our experience is that although the
practice of community-led HLLM takes
time to set up, particularly when coherding is involved, farmers adopt it
I ss u e f o c u s
because the benefits are plain to see. For
Agriculture and food
example, the improved grazing areas are
Funding level
already visible from a distance and the
£262,750*
participating farmers experienced reduced
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
cattle losses in the 2016/2017 droughts.
Zimbabwe
The approach has the potential to secure
HLLM is a form of ‘holistic grazing
livelihoods in farming communities whilst
management’ whereby farmers rotate
making a significant contribution towards greenhouse gas
where their livestock are grazing to mimic the natural
emission reduction. That’s because the HLLM practices
movement and behaviour of wild grazing animals. The
encourage greater soil cover and biodiversity (rather than
approach is much better for the soil and the grassland
the bare ground typical of over-grazing), resulting in
ecosystem overall than intensive grazing, and it helps
increased carbon capture.
communities understand the role livestock can play in
regenerating rangelands. It then gives them tools to plan
Tudor has been pleased to have been able to play a small
their grazing so that they minimise over-grazing – often
part in an initiative that benefits communities and nature
livestock do not return to the same place for ninety days or
at the same time. We’ve learned a lot from funding this
more. The approach also uses cattle hooves to break capping
work, too, about the importance of sticking to an initiative
on the soil. All this, in turn, means more penetration by
and taking the time to build a trusting relationship with
rain into the soil, less danger to the farmer of drought and
your partners. Funders must be led by the insights of
healthier grassland ecosystems.
organisations on the ground. In our case, the initial phase
of mobilising the community and addressing cultural norms
Tudor has been supporting this work in Zimbabwe since
on grazing took time and required patience, on both our
2012 and we have been really impressed with the uptake
part and that of the community. But over time Tudor has
and learning by farmers. Since the approach requires them
become convinced by the pioneering approach and we have
to put their livestock into a joint herd with other farmers,
started to look to support other HLLM work elsewhere in
deep community engagement is essential, so that community
Zimbabwe too.
members have a good understanding of the benefits. The
approach is spreading fast around the world on individually
* This amount was contributed over seven years towards the Holistic
owned ranches, but it is more complex working in situations
Land and Livestock Management (HLLM) outreach programme with
with multiple livestock owners. This work in Zimbabwe
farmers in the Shurungwi and Chivi districts of Zimbabwe. Tudor
shows it can be done. There are benefits of joint herding –
has also provided further support to take the HLLM work forward
not least that it enables small-scale farmers to move from the elsewhere in Zimbabwe.

‘The benefits are plain to see. These practices can secure livelihoods in farming communities whilst
making a significant contribution towards greenhouse gas emission reduction.’
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Njeremoto Institute, Chikukwa
Ecological Land Use Community
Trust, TSURO Trust
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Innovating to finance river restoration
Only 14 per cent of rivers in the UK are
at ‘good ecological status’ and even this
shockingly low figure has been declining
over recent years. Very few of our rivers are
clean enough to swim in safely, for example.
The small amount of philanthropic funding
directed towards freshwater conservation
overall is helping to slow the decline, but
significantly more is needed to reverse it.
Our funder collaboration – between the
Fishmongers’ Company and the Prince of
Wales’s Charitable Fund – has supported the
Rivers Trust and the University of Cambridge
Institute for Sustainability Leadership to
develop a new funding model that has the
potential to raise the millions of pounds per
annum needed to improve water quality.
The model involves water companies paying
to create natural wetlands that purify water.
The cost saving for those water companies
is potentially enormous: natural water
treatment of this sort can cost significantly
less than the methods they typically use. The
goal is for the water companies to commit

Funders
Fishmongers’ Company
(Andrew Wallace),
Prince of Wales’s Charitable Fund
(Rebecca Lloyd)

Grantees
The Rivers Trust and the
University of Cambridge Institute
for Sustainability Leadership

I ss u e

focus

Fresh water

Funding

level

£500,000

Project

l o c at i o n

UK

‘If this project is successful,
it could mark the beginning
of a game-changing way of
financing key environmental
work – freeing it from the
limitations of philanthropic
and grant-aided investment,
and putting environmental
funding on a business
footing.’

a percentage of their savings to a catchment
restoration, raising money that can be used
to improve the state of our rivers at the scale
required. By combining these funds with other
sources (such as investment in natural flood
management) there is potential for a coherent,
catchment-scale approach with multiple
benefits.
The Rivers Trust is using their portion of the
grant funds to develop this model and prove
the concept with Severn Trent Water, Anglian
Water, and their respective catchment-based
rivers trusts – Severn Rivers Trust and Norfolk
Rivers Trust. The aim is to gain government
backing at ministerial level with the support
of the Environment Agency, with a view to
rolling out this model nationally. The Rivers
Trust needs significant additional investment
to increase its capacity and that of its members
to enable the brokering of agreements at
a national and local scale respectively, but
they’ve already made significant progress with
water companies, regulators, government,
and potential business partners. If this project
is successful, it could mark the beginning
of a game-changing way of financing key
environmental work – freeing it from the
limitations of philanthropic and grant-aided
investment, and putting environmental
funding on a business footing.

Reconciling the different priorities, constraints and timescales
of multiple funders is challenging, but there are great benefits to
recipients of receiving multiple grants for the same project, and it
gives them greater confidence to act with purpose. This initiative
has shown us all that collaboration generates a sense of coherence,
clarity of thought and scale that is not possible when individual
sources are funding single organisations.

12
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Valuing the ocean
The ocean is the blue heart of our global ecosystem, so
efforts to conserve it have broad impacts, helping to
regulate the climate, feed communities and support
livelihoods. With that in mind, we established the
Marine CoLABoration (CoLAB) group in 2015 to
explore how to communicate the value of the ocean
more effectively. We fund nine different organisations
with marine-focused programmes to come together
regularly, providing them with time, space and
resources to build on what works; to share learning;
and to develop tools and approaches to catalyse change.
Together the group has developed several great ideas that
may not otherwise have come about. The initiative has
proved to us the enormous value of bringing together a
group of organisations with different areas of expertise and
different spheres of influence in pursuit of a common goal.
One of the initiatives to emerge from the group is the
#OneLess campaign, which is uniting people (individuals,
communities, businesses, NGOs and policymakers) in
the fight to reduce the number of single-use plastic water
bottles entering the ocean from London. #OneLess
developed an idea to install water bottle refill stations;
that resulted in the Mayor of London’s commitment in
2018 of £2.5 million in funding to install
the first network of more than a hundred
Funder
modern-day drinking fountains across
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
the city. Those fountains have already
(UK Branch)
dispensed hundreds of thousands of
Grantees
litres of water; #OneLess also removed
Marine CoLABoration (comprised
nearly 30,000 plastic bottles from the
of nine NGOs*)
Thames in just twelve months. We think

I ss u e

‘We think the initiative could
prompt a sea change in how
Londoners access drinking water
when they’re out and about.’

focus

Coastal and marine ecosystems

Funding

level

£500,000–£750,000

Project

l o c at i o n

UK
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the initiative could prompt a sea change in
how Londoners access drinking water when
they’re out and about.
It has given us huge pleasure to see #OneLess go
from being a CoLAB experiment to a successful
campaign; one that has had visible wins and is
building a movement to protect our ocean.
*ClientEarth; International Programme for the State of
the Ocean; Institute of European Environmental Policy;
Fauna & Flora International; Forum for the Future; New
Economics Foundation; Marine Conservation Society;
Thames Estuary Partnership; and Zoological Society of
London.
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Supporting nature-friendly farming
Martin Lines, a farmer from south
Cambridgeshire, was seeing his costs
going up and up, while the chemicals he
was buying were becoming less and less
effective. He decided to try something
different with a corner of one field: he
didn’t plant it with crops but waited to see
what would happen naturally. What he
found was that he ended up with a better
yield in that field than he’d had in previous
years. The unplanted area attracted insects,
including natural predators of agricultural
pests, which helped to keep the crops
viable more effectively than the pesticides
he had been using. So he started to
leave a strip down the middle of
other fields – sacrificing a bit of
his land that could have been
producing crops to improve
his yield overall. Ultimately
that proved to be cheaper for
him than buying expensive and
increasingly ineffective pesticides.

Funder
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
(Jenny Dadd)

Grantee
Nature Friendly Farming Network

I ss u e

focus

Agriculture and food

Funding

level

£231,650

Project

l o c at i o n

UK

‘We will need farmers’ help
if we are going to turn things
around. The culture of blaming
farmers has to change.’
work for other farmers too. He needed to
set up an organisation to perpetuate his
methods, knowing that farmers will be
more likely to listen to other farmers than
non-farmers. His steely determination was
clear from the start, and we knew that he
could come across with authenticity in
places where the rest of the environment
sector struggles to tread.

We supported the Nature Friendly
Farming Network (NFFN) in its very
early days, providing funding to
recruit its first members of staff
and to enable farmers to be
present at key policy meetings.
The network now includes
1,500 farmer businesses and
a further 7,000 members of
the public, and steering groups
for each UK country represent
all types of farms, from upland
livestock farms to lowland arable
ones, and both organic and
conventional approaches. NFFN
has also coordinated responses
from its members to government
departments in all four UK countries on the
future of farming. It has secured a high profile
in the media and welcomed officials and ministers
on farm briefings. It has been incredibly rewarding to see
the organisation fly.

We had funded conservationminded fishers for a long time
and I was waiting to see if we
could support the equivalent on
land. I believe that farmers never
set out to harm the environment
– although the impacts of
conventional farming practices
are evident, such as farmland bird
declines, we will need farmers’ help if
we are going to turn things around. The culture of
blaming farmers has to change.
It turned out that Martin was the person to start this
movement. He felt that the way that he now farms could

14
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Harnessing the power of the law to protect the planet
From our grantmaking and other work
in the US, my late husband Michael and I
had extensive experience in using the law
to effect systemic change. We realised that
no one in Europe was doing this kind of
public interest legal work focused on the
environment, at least not at scale, so in 2008
we founded ClientEarth. It harnesses the
power of the law to protect the planet and
the people who live on it.
We hired an American associate and
friend, James Thornton, to develop this
new organisation. Our initial investment
was in James and his years of expertise, plus
guaranteed funding of $200,000 (£150,000) per
year for three years to test the success of such a
venture. We are still very much invested (both
in funding and in board work), now to the
tune of $2.5 million (just under £2 million)
and growing.

Funder
McIntosh Foundation
(Winsome McIntosh)

Grantee
ClientEarth

I ss u e

focus

Climate and atmosphere

Funding

level

Around £2 million

Project

l o c at i o n

International

We were first funders of both the
Natural Resources Defense Council and
EarthJustice in the US in 1971 and still
fund them both to this day. With our support,
they established strategies to encourage
enforcement of the US’s first environmental
laws. James was one of those early
environmental lawyers with whom we worked
closely, especially on a clean water enforcement project that
actually became a shadow Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) for ten years, until the US government finally allowed the
EPA to continue this work.

interest law firm. Its impact in these first twelve
years has been extraordinary. Its successes have
included bringing the first clean air case before
the UK courts, and ultimately winning that
case – the first environmental case the UK’s
newly established Supreme Court ever heard
and decided. ClientEarth continues its efforts to
enforce the UK’s Clean Air laws and force the
government to comply.
ClientEarth has developed a legal strategy
of challenging old and new coal-fired power
plants across Europe in our climate change
battles. For example, we filed a shareholders’
lawsuit against Europe’s largest planned plant
– to be constructed in Poland – on the basis
that it would expose the company, and
thus its shareholders, to ‘indefensible’
climate-related financial risks. The court
declared the company’s resolution to
proceed invalid, leaving the project
without finance and the plant
therefore unlikely ever to be built.

These results show the intrinsic value of
supporting a legal approach. Nowhere
else have I found the opportunity to get
such extraordinary leverage of my foundation
money that ultimately affects such a large number
of people. This is truly a venture capital approach to
philanthropy: high risk and high reward!
I have found great joy and satisfaction in using my business skills
in philanthropic endeavours. Over fifty years of philanthropy both
in the UK and US has given me the opportunity to constantly learn
and adapt to changing challenges, enjoy professional relationships,
take risks (not all succeed and that’s OK), and ‘give back’ to society
for my privileged position in it. By nature, I have always been
driven to ‘make a difference’ in my life and in those of others. It
has been quite a journey so far.

Working hand in hand with James in those early ClientEarth
years in London, we gradually educated the environmental
community (both charitable organisations and philanthropic
funders) about the value of law. ClientEarth has gone on to
become not just the first European but the first global public

15
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Using gardens to bring communities together
The Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) has embarked upon
the creation of a new garden – Bridgewater in Salford,
Greater Manchester – which is the first new garden they
have created in 17 years, and the largest hands-on project in
their 215-year history. It is a very different kind of project
for the organisation, not least because Salford is among
the most deprived local authority districts in England. It
would have been easy for the RHS to create a new garden
that follows a template with which they are familiar. What
sets this garden apart is that a key objective for the RHS at
this site is community engagement – the garden is providing
volunteering, apprentice and training opportunities right from
the start. Local people have also been involved in the garden
design, and there are plans for community-teaching allotments
and play areas. The idea is that the local community should
develop a sense of ownership of the garden.

and regional development advisor, to work with local
communities in the area and involve them in the planning
and delivery of the garden.

Salford has seen many business relocations into the area that
were intended to bring local benefits, but have not always
We are keen to support environmental projects that
panned out that way. With this project, it was important that
involve local communities because ownership is everything
there was genuine, early engagement with the surrounding
when it comes to the environment. People have often felt
communities that felt more than tokenistic. Employment and
disenfranchised on environment issues.
training opportunities provide an incentive
As one RHS staff member who works
for people to get on board, and take pride
Funder
nationally puts it: ‘The development
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
in this lovely place for people to enjoy on
anchors the RHS to the local area for ever,
(Jenny Dadd)
their doorsteps.
really, which means the engagement of the
Grantee
It’s important to us to encourage larger
local communities and partners from the
Royal Horticultural Society
NGOs to challenge themselves and be a
outset is fundamental to the ambition of
bit more reflective with our grant funds.
I ss u e f o c u s
the garden.’
Sustainable communities
We could have funded the head gardener
Everybody has a right to a healthy
at Bridgewater if we had wanted to, but
Funding level
environment where they can thrive. That
there’s not much risk-taking in that – it’s
£295,000
can come in many forms, but if people
the RHS’s bread and butter. Instead our
P
r o j e c t l o c at i o n
feel they have a stake, we will make much
funding went towards the costs of two new
UK
greater progress.
posts, a regional development manager

S tories

to

Towards a fossil-free European Investment Bank
Our latest grant to Counter Balance, a
‘Counter Balance’s work culminated
Funder
European coalition of development and
in the European Investment Bank
Polden-Puckham Charitable
environmental groups, supported efforts
Foundation
ending all financing for fossil fuels
to influence the European Investment Bank
(Christine Oliver)
beyond 2020. It’s a real David and
(EIB) to move away from investment in
G
r
a
n
t
e
e
fossil fuels. We had previously funded
Goliath story.’
Counter
Balance
Counter Balance for three years on a
the EIB’s revised Energy Lending Policy
different project and found them to be
I ss u e f o c u s
Strategy in July 2019, now approved by
Trade and finance; energy
highly effective in their area of expertise.
the Bank’s shareholders, which will end all
The EIB is the financial arm of the
Funding level
financing for fossil fuels beyond 2020. The
European Union and the largest public
£20,000
new lending policy is also really positive in
investor in Europe. Counter Balance aimed
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
terms of supporting lending for renewable
to increase the EIB’s overall climate target
Europe
infrastructure projects and energy
and investments in renewables and energy
efficiency measures. The EIB is the first
efficiency, as well as bringing about the
multilateral
financial
institution to make such a commitment
phase-out of fossil fuel investments in the EIB portfolio and
in line with the Paris Agreement. This is a hugely significant
the Investment Plan for Europe, setting a precedent for the
change of policy for the bank and Counter Balance has
greening of public banks.
high hopes that it will leverage a race to the top with other
Counter Balance mobilised and coordinated civil society
international financing institutions.
organisations to respond to the EIB’ s Energy Lending Draft
Supporting this campaign has been really satisfying because
Strategy consultation. They targeted advocacy towards key
it is rare that sustained advocacy efforts can point so clearly
institutions to gain support for fossil fuel divestment, as well
to a policy win. It’s a real David and Goliath story – Counter
as conducting an awareness-raising and media campaign that
Balance is a tiny organisation with a handful of staff whilst the
was highly effective. It had to be, as bank lending policy is
EIB is backed by nation states.
a fairly dry topic for most people! Their work culminated in

‘We are keen to support environmental projects that involve local communities because ownership is
everything when it comes to the environment. People have often felt disenfranchised on environment issues.’
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Increasing coverage of biodiversity in the media
reaching a combined audience of
millions. One such report featured in
Colombia’s top news magazines and
led to the cancellation of a planned
road through the Amazon rainforest;
another exposé led to Georgian
authorities closing down a polluting
site that had killed hundreds of birds.

Given its extraordinary significance,
global biodiversity collapse doesn’t
get the headlines it deserves. Thanks
to land conversion, over-exploitation,
resource extraction and climate change,
we are losing species at a rate that
is up to ten thousand times higher
than would be the case without
human interference. This poses an
unprecedented threat to our own
survival, so you might expect daily
front-page stories on the crisis – but of
course that’s not the case.
We think journalists could be playing
a far greater role, both in raising
awareness of the crisis and helping
people to debate and implement
its solutions. However, they face
difficulties in securing the funds and
technical support to write such stories.
To help address this gap, we provided
a grant to the Earth Journalism
Network (a project of Internews)
to establish an initiative to improve
both the quantity and quality of
biodiversity and conservation media
coverage globally.
Over four years, the Biodiversity Media
Initiative supported more than 150
journalists in 33 countries. This in turn
led to the publication or broadcast of
at least 419 original media reports,

Funder
Arcadia
(Gerardo Fragoso, Francesca
McGrath & Emma McIntosh)

Grantee
Earth Journalism Network of
Internews

I ss u e

focus

Biodiversity and species
preservation

Funding

level

£250,000–£500,000

Project

l o c at i o n

International

James Fahn, Mike Shanahan and their
colleagues at Internews really shared
our desire to support journalists
working on stories relating to
conservation and the natural world;
it was hugely gratifying to work
with and support them. Pressures on
wildlife are often intertwined with
threats to human rights, competition
for resources and a host of other
complex factors. Increasingly,
journalists working on these issues
are facing serious threats to their own
security, so the training and support
the Earth Journalism Network offers
to them and to newsrooms is also key.
Resourcing journalists to be able to
uncover and share these stories safely
at the local and international level
is essential – and fascinating! We’re
confident that the work will continue
to bear fruit and help raise the profile
of the biodiversity crisis, one of the
defining issues of our time.

to

Supporting the frontline defenders of Europe’s
last primeval forest
Spanning the border between Poland
and Belarus, the Białowieża Forest is an
exceptional place, home to more forms
of life than anywhere else in Europe.
Due to its wealth of natural resources,
this UNESCO World Heritage Site has
long been under threat from destructive
activities such as logging, with huge
damage to its unique ecosystem.

Funder
Global Greengrants Fund UK

Grantee
Pracownia na rzecz Wszystkich
Istot (Workshop for All Beings)

I ss u e

focus

Terrestrial ecosystems
and land use

‘Our grants, though small, are
extremely flexible and we can
disburse them quickly so that
organisations can use them to
fill budget gaps or respond to
emerging opportunities.’

contravention of EU conservation law.
Funding level
We have supported Pracownia na rzecz
At the height of the logging, up to two
$14,588
Wszystkich Istot (Workshop for All Beings)
hundred trees were cut down each day.
– an independent grassroots organisation
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
Amongst other activities, the group blocked
Poland
founded in 1990 that strives to protect
harvesters from mass logging during
and preserve the ecosystems and cultures
the breeding season of rare bird species;
of northeastern Poland – with four small
increased
pressure
to convince the European Commission to
grants since 2003, most recently in 2017 with a grant
prevent
the
logging,
including through a mass public event
of $3,000. These funds helped the group to protect the
during
the
UNESCO
Summit in Krakow in July 2017, and
Białowieża Forest, which was at profound risk: in 2016,
demonstrations involving around fifteen thousand people
the Polish government tripled the logging limits, in direct
in the largest Polish cities; and referred the matter to the
European Tribunal of Justice against the Polish government. In
April 2018, the top EU Court of Justice ruled that Poland had
failed to fulfil its obligations, and the increased logging was in
violation of EU law. It ordered the Polish government to stop
all logging. We were thrilled by the outcome and grateful to
Workshop for All Beings and Polish civil society, who with
great tenacity and creativity managed to achieve a major
victory for the environment.
This campaign was ultimately successful because Workshop
for All Beings and their partners were able to try out lots of
different approaches and strategies in parallel. Our grants,
though small, are extremely flexible and we can disburse
them quickly so that organisations can use them to fill
budget gaps or respond to emerging opportunities – like the
UNESCO Summit, in this case – thereby catalysing urgent
environmental action.

‘One report featured in Colombia’s top news magazines and led to the cancellation of a planned road
through the Amazon rainforest; another exposé led to Georgian authorities closing down a polluting site
that had killed hundreds of birds.’
18
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Strengthening conservation and Indigenous action in
the face of fires in the Amazon
We decided as a family to fund two larger organisations
working to preserve the rainforest, again using the
contacts and relationships gained through our EFN
membership in addition to our own due diligence. Rather
than giving quietly, we sent a letter to 150 key donors
we had cultivated over the years, letting them know that
we were giving our entire emergency budget to fight the
devastation, and asking if they would once again give
through us and alongside us. As a result, we were able to
leverage our donation by an additional 20 per cent.

Savitri is a family charity that was endowed by my
parents in 2001. Up until about a year ago, it was
primarily dedicated to eradicating curable blindness in
Bihar state, north-east India. We are unusual in that we
are a family trust that also fundraises to increase our
impact and to share the urgency of causes close to our
hearts. Friends and family often give alongside us, or
through us, as they know we have done the necessary
due diligence on the NGOs that we partner with, and
continue to monitor and evaluate the work as long as the
partnerships continue.

While we felt that we urgently needed to ‘do something’, we
wanted to ensure that the grants offered longer-term impact
In 2018 we had a revelation as a family that although
as well as immediate relief. As a result, some of the funds
the work we were doing in Bihar was of great value,
went straight to communities working on the frontlines, via
the moment had come to put our resources and energies
organisations that could quickly put the money wherever
into the environment – in particular the degradation of
it was needed most. The remainder went towards longerland and loss of biodiversity through poor agricultural
term protection of the Amazon rainforest and its indigenous
practices and deforestation. We joined the Environmental
communities. For example, with the
Funders Network (EFN) and attended
Boa Foundation, we’re supporting an
our first retreat, which opened the doors
Funder
ambitious project led by Benki Piyako, an
to a world of information, resources
Savitri Waney Charitable Trust
Ashaninka leader, to turn a piece of land
and relationships that has informed our
(Devika Waney Mokhtarzadeh)
recently acquired from a cattle farmer
donations over the last eighteen months.
G
rantees
into a major centre for reforestation and
Most importantly we had the epiphany
Rainforest Alliance, Brazil’s
wildlife conservation projects.
that it was an ‘all-hands-on-deck’ moment:
Indigenous People’s Articulation
that we have precious little time left,
Hope, love of beauty and the perfection
(APIB), Amazon Watch and the
yet a woefully underfunded sector. With
Boa Foundation
of the natural world are the drivers for
this in mind, we have already started to
me. My mother has a love of soil, good
I ss u e f o c u s
channel more funds toward environmental
food and natural balances. My father
Terrestrial ecosystems
programmes over other commitments.
feels for the farmers in India driven to
and land use
poverty and suicide by the agrochemical
When the Amazon rainforest started to
Funding level
industry. We all have different reasons
burn in August 2019 (largely because
£50,000
why we have embraced environmental
of fires started by agribusiness, farmers
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
funding. Hope is the positive outcome.
and loggers clearing land for crops and
Amazon
rainforest
What more can we claim than that?
grazing), the horror of it was piercing.
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‘Hope, love of beauty and the perfection of the natural world are the drivers for me…
We all have different reasons why we have embraced environmental funding. Hope is
the positive outcome. What more can we claim than that?’
21
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Preserving the biodiversity of Redonda, Antigua
Redonda is a small island off the coast of Antigua. It is
home to a unique array of plants and animals, including
rare lizards found nowhere else in the world; it is also an
Important Bird Area. However, it had become overrun by
non-native rats and a herd of long-horned goats that had
been brought to the island by humans more than a century
ago. Through predation and grazing, these animals had
greatly degraded the natural wildlife and ecosystem of the
island, and their impacts were also threatening the marine
life off the coast.
Islands are interesting in terms of conservation because they
are often home to unique, evolutionarily distinctive species,
which are highly vulnerable to novel disturbances – such as
invasive species like the rats and goats on Redonda – and in
some cases may be free from human interference. Redonda,
as an uninhabited island, represented an opportunity for us
to see what potential there was for unfettered rewilding –
once the rats and goats were removed, the island would be
left entirely to nature and we could see if the endemic species
would regenerate. In terms of other species conservation
projects we have supported, Redonda stood out because we
didn’t have to worry about people derailing it.
We provided an initial grant to Fauna &
Flora International (FFI) to eradicate the
invasive rats and goats from the island.
Two years later, the plant, bird and marine
life around the island is thriving again.
Work continues to ensure Redonda and its
surrounding waters are protected by law.
This includes making those waters a Marine
Protected Area – an area of the sea designated
and managed for wildlife.

This grant has been particularly satisfying to us for two
main reasons. Firstly, our contribution enabled FFI to
leverage further funds – they could demonstrate that a
donor had done the due diligence and decided to fund the
project. Secondly, the speed at which the work could be
undertaken was very gratifying! Just eight months after
the clearance was approved by the Antiguan government,
the island was cleared of the rats and goats. Then, because
Redonda is in the tropics and because there was still a
reasonable layer of soil, the island visibly sprang back to
life with extraordinary speed, even within
a year. It was great to see ‘success’.
Funder

Taurus Foundation

Grantee
Fauna & Flora International –
Redonda Restoration Project

I ss u e

focus

Biodiversity and species
preservation

Funding

‘The island visibly sprang back
to life with extraordinary speed,
even within a year.’

level

£40,000

Project

l o c at i o n

Redonda Island, Antigua
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Of course, the work there is not complete
– there is ongoing monitoring and
protection – but the results to date are
hugely rewarding. Also, by sustaining our
grant beyond the initial clean-up phase, we
have enabled FFI to collect the data they
need to support the area’s establishment
as a Marine Protected Area. This is a form
of directed unrestricted funding – we are
not looking for project outcomes but are
funding their core work and enabling them
to keep the team together.
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Protection of the Blue-throated Macaw
The Blue-throated Macaw is a stunning
bird – dazzling blue from above, vivid
yellow when it flies overhead, with a blue
beard that gives it its Spanish name, the
Barba Azul. It is also a bird that’s on the
brink of extinction, with fewer than 250
remaining in the wild. Beni province in
northern Bolivia is the only place in the
world where the species survives, wholly
dependent on Motacu palms: it eats the
fruit and nests in the tree holes. Threats
to its habitat include overgrazing with
cattle, which prevents forest regeneration;
burning; and replanting with non-native
grasses. The birds are also hunted and
collected illegally for the pet trade.

Funder
Kevin and Donna Cox

Grantee
Asociación Armonía (BirdLife
Bolivia)

I ss u e

focus

Biodiversity and species
preservation

Funding

level

£50,000–£100,000 (initially);
£10,000 p/a (ongoing)

Project

l o c at i o n

Bolivia

The good news is that the macaws are
increasing in number on the reserve,
and the provision of specially designed
nest boxes will hopefully encourage
breeding. But it’s not just the macaws that
have benefited; the whole ecosystem is
recovering. Giant anteater, black howler
monkey, maned wolf, puma and many
other threatened species are making
a comeback. I now make an annual
contribution towards the management
costs of the reserve, to help with staff
costs, cutting firebreaks and fencing, and
establishing tourism infrastructure, which
will make a positive contribution to income
in the coming years.
So, what have I learned from this? That for
the price of a flash car, it’s possible to save
a species from extinction. That the loss
of any species brings our own extinction
one step closer. That the conservation of
a charismatic species can benefit a whole
ecosystem. That buying land is a quick way
to protect habitat, but working with local
people is the only guarantee of long-term
success. That like the old adage about the
best time to plant a tree, if the best time to
conserve land was twenty years ago, then
the second-best time is now.

Ten years ago, on a trip to Bolivia,
I was fortunate to be taken to see a
nesting pair; on the same visit I also
learned that none of their habitat
was protected. I determined then
to do what I could to prevent
this species from following the
same path to extinction as other
macaws. So, I supported Asociación
Armonía with funds to enable the
purchase of a 5,000-hectare cattle
ranch in Beni province. At that time,
land prices in Beni were very low so
it was possible to make a significant
contribution towards species
conservation and environmental
protection for much less than in
other parts of the world. Armonía
now manages the land as the Barba
Azul Nature Reserve and it has doubled
in size to around 11,000 hectares.

‘It’s not just the macaws that have
benefited; the whole ecosystem is
recovering. Giant anteater, black
howler monkey, maned wolf, puma
and many other threatened species
are making a comeback.’
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Shining a light on the fungi we depend on
As a larger funder with a good overview of
the environment sector, one of the things
we like to fund is work protecting the
lesser-known, often uncharismatic species
that get little attention overall. We have
helped some larger organisations, like the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, to go into
their darker corners! They sent through a
list of ten things we could fund and at the
bottom of the list, almost a postscript, was
information about their team that works on
fungi.

Funder
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
(Jenny Dadd)

Grantee
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

I ss u e

focus

Biodiversity and species
preservation

‘Funding this team has taught me
to be more curious and to insist to
fundraisers that the ‘quieter’ elements
of a large institution like Kew can
often be the most interesting.’

building up the knowledge base about
something we absolutely rely on but
Funding level
know very little about. Shining a light on
£561,000
these underfunded areas can throw up
invaluable new knowledge. Funding this
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
England
team has taught me to be more curious
It turns out that this team is absolutely
and to insist to fundraisers that the
brilliant. Fungi are so important – we’re
‘quieter’ elements of a large institution
absolutely dependent on them – because
like Kew can often be the most interesting. The team are also
plants, including crops, cannot absorb nutrients without
incredibly welcoming – you get the impression they might
fungal mycelia (the threads that you see in the soil). The
not get too many visitors!
more farmers use chemicals on the soil, the fewer these
mycelia, and the less healthy the soil becomes. If we want
to preserve the environment and secure our ability to feed
ourselves, we must protect soil health.
We provided the fungi team at Kew with core funding, and
they have been uncovering really interesting things – some
fungi that we thought were extinct are not;
some that we thought were thriving are on
steep trajectories of decline. The team are
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Successfully campaigning for a Scottish
bottle-recycling scheme
Since its founding in 1926, the
Association for the Protection
of Rural Scotland (APRS)
has promoted care for all of
Scotland’s rural landscapes
and has always been concerned
about litter in the countryside.
In 2014, they became aware
of the Scottish government’s
interest in a deposit return
system for drinks containers and
decided to campaign in favour,
launching the ‘Have You Got
the Bottle?’ campaign in 2015.
It was funded in the main by
Tomra (a Norwegian recycling
company) and by an unrestricted
grant from the Esmée Fairbairn
Foundation.
outcome’. It was satisfying to provide the final brick for the
The project was close to securing the full necessary funding
wall, even if it was a small one.
when we were approached directly by Charles Millar, chair
of the APRS, to provide the final push. The scheme appealed
The scheme has been a great success and
to us because it has the potential to serve
the Scottish government has fully backed
Funder
as an example to the rest of the UK, and
it, making Scotland the first nation in the
Craignish Trust
because it engages directly with people,
UK to commit to a deposit return scheme
(Caroline Younger)
encouraging individuals to contribute to
for bottles and cans. The scheme aims to
protecting their environment. We gave an
Grantee
capture 90 per cent of drinks containers for
unrestricted grant of less than £10,000
Association for the Protection of
recycling within three years.
Rural Scotland (APRS)
towards the core operating costs of the
project. Core funding is essential to all
I ss u e f o c u s
‘We gave a grant of less than
campaigns but often not included in grants.
Consumption and waste
As a funding body giving only small grants,
£10,000 towards the core costs of the
Funding level
this form of funding enables us to make a
project … this form of unrestricted
Less than £10,000
crucial difference for a limited amount. In
funding allows us to make a crucial
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
the words of Charles Millar, our grant ‘was
Scotland
difference for a limited amount.’
very much contributory to this campaign’s
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Community forest protection in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo
Protecting Indigenous peoples’ rights to
land, water and resources is a long-term
investment in the future for all of us:
after all, though they are only five per
cent of the global population, Indigenous
people look after 80 per cent of global
biodiversity. Their traditional ecological
knowledge is vital for the survival of our
planet and humankind but Indigenous
voices are often excluded when it comes
to decision-making around their own
ancestral lands.

Funder
Global Greengrants Fund UK

Grantee
Kivu Indigenous Peoples
Movement

I ss u e

focus

Terrestrial ecosystems
and land use

Funding

level

$5,000

Project

‘Indigenous people are just
five per cent of the global
population, but look after
80 per cent of global
biodiversity.’

l o c at i o n

created in the 2000s. They now play
a co-management role in the forest’s
protection. As a result, Itombwe will be
better protected, as well as continuing
to sustain Mbuti livelihoods.

In the 1980s the Congolese government
Democratic Republic of the
Global Greengrants Fund works
forcibly seized the Kahuzi Biega Forest,
Congo
through a decentralised and
evicting the Batwa Pygmy peoples
participatory decision-making model
who lived there, and converted it into
in which decisions on funding are
government-protected land without consulting the
made through volunteer advisors who live locally in the
community. They then sold dense, healthy forests to mining
regions in which we fund. They are part of movements
and logging companies. Since the government evicted the
themselves and have a deep understanding of the actors
Indigenous peoples, forest cover in this area has reduced by
and dynamics. We rely on the inside knowledge these
a shocking 40 per cent.
advisors have of local action and movements.
In response, the Kivu Indigenous Peoples Movement
Protecting Indigenous land rights correlates directly with
(CPAKI – Collectif Pour Les Peuples Autochtones Au
protecting forests, which are critical in safeguarding our
Kivu), a group of community members affected by the
planet against catastrophic climate change. The largedisplacement, came together to educate locals about their
scale global impact of supporting Indigenous forest
rights, protect other Indigenous communities from forced
communities is therefore evident. We are also proud
evictions, stop destructive logging and mining in their
to have supported a movement that has inspired local
forests, and build self-sufficiency through sustainable
people to stand up for their rights. Their success has
agriculture.
encouraged others to follow suit: clear evidence of their
effectiveness in leveraging opportunities and building
Emboldened by the strength of their growing movement,
power. Our small grants can go a remarkable way
and eventually by small grants support through Global
in supporting movements to bring in new voices and
Greengrants Fund, Indigenous Mbuti people stood up
expand their networks to reach new people – building
for their rights and successfully resisted eviction from
the power of people to protect their land and their rights.
their territory when the Itombwe National Park was
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‘Protecting Indigenous land rights correlates directly with protecting forests, which are
critical in safeguarding our planet against climate change.’
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Exposing the effects of toxic chemical pollution on
otter reproduction
The NGOs that work on the really underfunded
environmental issues – the so-called ‘Cinderella’
issues like that of toxic chemicals – are tiny.
They have to work really hard to keep their
heads above water and make their voices
heard. But that’s not because these issues
aren’t important: they’re absolutely
critical, not only for the environment but
also for human health. For organisations
like CHEM Trust, we tend to support
them at a higher ratio relative to
their turnover than we would other
organisations, but we think that’s a
significant role that we have to play. It is
important to us to respond to the needs
of an organisation so that it doesn’t
constantly have to chase money, and we
definitely feel that we get bang for our
buck. The commitment and the outputs
are fantastic among these groups and we
enjoy working with them to make them as
effective as they can be.
We don’t fund research unless it has a
practical impact, or plays a vital role in
campaigning for change. CHEM Trust
told us about a team at Cardiff University
that tests for toxins, such as hormonedisrupting chemicals, in dead otters. They
recognised the potential of this research
and channelled some of their funding from
us to the Cardiff team.

‘If this issue is affecting otters,
it’s hard to imagine it’s not
affecting humans.’

The outcome of this research was an astonishing
report. Otter population recovery in the UK is a
great news story: they’re now in every county
in England, having largely disappeared by the
1970s. But the report demonstrated that
otter breeding prospects are not looking too
hopeful because of the state of male otters’
reproductive health in the UK. Otters
are apex predators in the freshwater
system and they absorb toxic chemicals
such as hormone disruptors through
the fish they eat and the water they
live in – the levels of these chemicals
become higher as you go up the food
chain. The research showed that male
otter penises are smaller in polluted areas
than in unpolluted areas. A contributory
factor could be more stringent fire safety
requirements here in the UK, meaning
we use more fire-retardant chemicals than
the rest of the EU. We are surrounded by
materials treated with these chemicals, whether
in the car or using a computer, and they reach
high levels of concentration in our waterways
Funder
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
as a result. If this issue is affecting otters, it’s
(Jenny Dadd)
hard to imagine it’s not affecting humans.

Grantee
CHEM Trust

I ss u e

focus

Toxics and pollution

Funding

level

£788,700 to CHEM Trust
overall, over several years

Project
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CHEM Trust and their partners circulated the
report to chemicals policy-makers in the EU,
US and Japan, and the media picked up on the
story, helping to draw much-needed attention
to the issue of hormone-disrupting chemicals in
humans and wildlife. The compelling evidence
from the Cardiff University team would not
have come to light if CHEM Trust had not
been able to suggest and highlight this element
of their research.
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Seed funding a powerful model for community-focused
marine conservation
In 2006, the Rufford Foundation provided
a grant of £3,500 to Alasdair Harris, who
was undertaking surveys of marine turtles
in south-west Madagascar. Our trustees felt
that there was something different about
Alasdair’s approach and wanted to see what
he could do. Up to that point there was very
little information on the true scale of the
impact of artisanal fishing on the numbers
of turtles in Madagascar, but it was thought
to be significant. Madagascar has a rapidly
expanding human population which puts
immense strain on its natural resources.
Many people live in poverty and turtles are
an important source of food and income for
them, even though fishing for turtles is illegal.

Funder
The Rufford Foundation
(Simon Mickleburgh)

Grantee
Blue Ventures

I ss u e

focus

‘To see someone who we
supported at a very early stage of
their career go on to build a large,
international and hugely impactful
NGO is immensely satisfying.’

Coastal and marine ecosystems

conservation must make economic sense
even – or especially – in the poorest
£250,000–£500,000
coastal communities. Thus their work is
often quite unusual for a conservation
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
organisation. It is a true cross-sectoral
Africa, Asia and Latin America
approach that has great value given the
current issues of an expanding human
population and the threats this poses to the world’s
ecosystems – not a bad result for an initial investment of
£3,500.
Alasdair realised that conservation was closely tied to the

Funding

health and wellbeing of local communities. By improving the
lives of the people in those communities he knew that there
would be a much greater chance of encouraging them to be
involved in conservation activities. His vision was to use the
communities themselves to gather key information and to use
this collaboration to strengthen support for turtle conservation
and eventually the establishment of a Marine Protected Area.

level

At the Rufford Foundation, we try to support
individuals who will make a real difference.
It may take many years for them to achieve
their goal but to see someone who we
supported at a very early stage
of their career go on to build
a large, international and
hugely impactful NGO is
immensely satisfying.

We provided two further fairly modest grants to Alasdair as
he developed his programme in 2010 and 2012. Eventually
his work became the organisation Blue Ventures, which
we continued to support with some much larger grants in
subsequent years.
Blue Ventures has become a global organisation with
programmes in Africa, Asia and Latin America, and
works with over a hundred partner organisations. They
integrate family planning and maternal and child health
into their conservation work, impacting tens of thousands
of coastal residents, and one of their key tenets is that
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Taking over central London in the name of the climate
When I first heard of Extinction Rebellion
(XR), I felt huge relief that someone was
doing some very effective awarenessraising. I met founders Gail Bradbrook and
Skeena Rathor and was impressed – they
are so genuine and come from a place of
love rather than a place of hate or fear. I
also heard them both speak at a fundraising
event and it was clear to me that they had
people behind them, but not money. That
was one way I knew I could help.
We funded XR just prior to the April
2019 rebellion, during which activists
occupied key parts of London: Marble

Funder
Gower Street
(Sophie Marple)

Grantee
Extinction Rebellion

I ss u e

‘Sometimes you have to take a risk
to make a difference. If we funders
all wait for impact reports and
assurances, we’re going to be toast
before we know it.’

focus

Climate and atmosphere

Arch, Waterloo Bridge, Parliament Square
and Oxford Circus. The organisers were
Funding level
£10,000
waiting for a grant from another, larger
foundation, but it hadn’t had the final goP r o j e c t l o c at i o n
ahead and they really needed quick funding
England
to help finance particular elements of the
rebellion. The additional funds helped with
training, food provisions, staging and some of the iconic items
that were very visible at the protest sites, like the pink boat.
Greta Thunberg’s school strike went global just before the
rebellion, in March 2019, and the BBC’s documentary
with Sir David Attenborough (Climate Change: The Facts)
aired right around the same time. Little did we know
that that confluence of forces – plus the tireless efforts of
climate campaigners that have been going on for years –
would lead to an extraordinary tipping point in public
consciousness. Never before have levels of concern
about climate change been so high. No one expected the
impact that the rebellion achieved and I’m so glad we
were there at the right time to help them achieve it.
There were no guarantees when we provided this
funding – but the rebellion’s success has taught us
that sometimes you have to take a risk to make a
difference. If we funders all wait for impact reports
and assurances, we’re going to be toast before
we know it. Since funding XR, I feel much more
confident talking about what we do at the trust
(Gower Street) and why we do it. I can confidently
say that investing effectively in this space puts us on
the right side of history.
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Aligning financial markets with sustainable seafood
Carbon Tracker is the organisation that developed the
idea of the ‘carbon bubble’ and the associated concept
of ‘stranded assets’. They calculated that we will only be
able to use 20 per cent of known oil and gas reserves if
the international community respects its own commitment
to stay within 2°C of global temperature rise. The oil
and gas companies that hold those reserves are therefore
overvalued.
The idea proved to have a great deal of leverage, but
what interests us here is the way Mark Campanale,
its developer, decided to apply the same approach
to fish, creating a programme previously known as
Fish Tracker and now rebranded as Seafood Tracker.
Given that we are overfishing the oceans, many of the
big fishing companies are probably overvalued and, just as
for oil and gas, investors should stay away from, or at least
be aware of, the associated investment risk of declining and
more dispersed fish stocks.

Notably, Perfect Storm, derived directly from Empty Nets,
deep-dived into the Japanese wildcatch fishing industry. The
report has been presented internationally in Tokyo, London
and New York to over 150 key influential investors and
We were the first funder of the now Seafood Tracker, helping
companies. Gaining global media attention in publications
to support the development of a robust methodology and the
such as the Financial Times, Seafood Tracker is now well
publication of its first report, ‘Empty Nets: How over-fishing
on its way to being a key player in helping to align capital
risks leaving investors stranded’. Being the first to fund an
flows with environmental sustainability. Ultimately, we hope
initiative like this can be catalytic: it shows
this will help protect marine life and our
other funders you think it’s a good idea,
dependence on it as a source of food.
Funder
paving the way for more money to flow
Frederick Mulder Foundation
Funding this initiative taught me that it is
in – which is exactly what happened in this
(Frederick Mulder)
worth supporting a lateral thinker – in this
instance. Since our support of their fish
Grantee
case Mark Campanale – who developed a
work, the founders of Carbon Tracker have
Planet Tracker
methodology for one issue and applied it
created an overarching not-for-profit think
effectively to another.
I ss u e f o c u s
tank, Planet Tracker, to focus on natural
Trade and finance; coastal and
capital across three programmes: Oceans;
‘Being the first to fund an initiative
marine ecosystems
Food and Land Use; and Materials, which
like this can be catalytic: it shows
Funding level
covers plastics and textiles.
Seafood Tracker has continued to evolve,
publishing major reports across both
wildcatch and aquaculture sectors.

£25,000

Project
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International
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other funders you think it’s a good
idea, paving the way for more
money to flow in.’
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Helping groups seize unexpected opportunities
to make a difference
In 2018, the Environmental Funders
Network launched a Rapid Response
Fund. We were responding to feedback
from environmental leaders that there was
a dearth of fast access to funds to allow
them to respond swiftly to unexpected
crises and opportunities. The Rapid
Response Fund aims to answer that need.
While it is not a pooled fund, multiple
funders typically come together to
contribute towards each initiative to help
it reach its target – each making their
donation directly to the applicant until the
full amount (up to a current maximum of
£25,000) has been reached.

Funder
Over forty foundations and
individual donors

Grantees
Over thirty in the UK and abroad

I ss u e

focus

Multi-issue work

Funding

level

Up to £25,000 per project

Project

l o c at i o n s

Multiple locations

• War on Want bringing 35 Indigenous
climate activists and community leaders
from the Americas to COP25 after the
conference was abruptly relocated to
Madrid, so that their voices, concerns and
stories might be heard
• The Climate Coalition convening
the first ever virtual mass lobby of UK
Parliament, on the importance of a green
recovery from the COVID-19 crisis,
during which over 14,000 people signed
up to talk to nearly 300 MPs.

Funders appreciate the opportunity to
easily identify and support environmental
initiatives that address the most urgent and immediate
needs, even with only a relatively small amount of funding.
The fund works particularly well for trusts whose trustees
are happy to set aside a certain amount of money per year
that they can deploy with a fast decision-making process
(ideally within two weeks), and is also ideal for individual
or family donors making their own decisions and therefore
able to disburse funds quickly.

Participating donors have been able to support a hugely
diverse array of initiatives in the UK and abroad. They have
included:
• Kayapó elders organising a historic convening of
Amazonian leaders to co-develop a strategy to defend their
territories against invasive government policies
• the Scottish Wildlife Trust instructing a QC who
successfully helped them defeat a proposal for a golf course
at a site of significant conservation importance

As one participating funder put it, ‘I like funding through
the Rapid Response Fund because the process gives me
confidence … I collaborate indirectly with other funders
and benefit from their collective wisdom. Hopefully I am
able to make a bigger impact this way.’ We’d love to have
more funders participate in the Rapid Response Fund to
ensure that as many of the proposals as possible can have a
shot at raising the full amount needed.

• the Environmental Investigation Agency monitoring
unexpectedly-resumed Japanese whaling activities, and
bringing them to the attention of delegations to relevant
international treaties

‘Funders appreciate the opportunity to easily identify and support environmental initiatives that address
the most urgent and immediate needs, even with only a relatively small amount of funding.’
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‘I like funding through the Rapid Response Fund because the process gives me confidence …
I collaborate indirectly with other funders and benefit from their collective wisdom.’
33
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Scaling up climate action in Scotland and beyond
Over more than a decade we set up and
supported a team to help spread the word
on climate change in Scotland, and to train
future experts in carbon and climate. Our
funds led to the input of another £2 million
of public (UK and EU) funding, which
resulted in the training of hundreds of
climate champions. Some of these champions
remained local and some spread out from
our region. We were also able to help dozens
of organisations reduce their greenhouse
gas emissions by around 20 per cent, but
we recognised that further reductions would
require government commitment and fiscal
incentives: action on climate change needs
government involvement as well as individual
effort.
Once our original aims (awareness raising
and training) became mainstreamed into
government policy, we refocused into a specialist
team working with governments, charities and
businesses across the UK to champion natural and
ecological ways of keeping carbon in the ground:
through peatlands, wetlands and rewilding. The
team is now financially self-sustaining, offering
specialist advice on peatland carbon,
as well as training and environmental
education to clients in the public, NGO
and private sectors. Mindful of the need for
small organisations to collaborate, we build

‘Our funds led to the input of
another £2 million of public (UK
and EU) funding, which resulted
in the training of hundreds of
climate champions.’

to

Protecting vital wetlands in Montenegro
In the extreme south of Montenegro, tens of
thousands of birds congregate in a spectacular
display of diversity. The Ulcinj Salina is one
of the most important sites for migratory
birds in the Adriatic Balkans, providing
important resting and breeding sites for over
250 species. Although the government of
Montenegro was aware of the importance
of Ulcinj Salina for the local economy and
for international bird migration, it did not
show any interest in protecting the site or
preventing its degradation.

Funder
MAVA Foundation
(Lynda Mansson)

Grantee
EuroNatur

I ss u e

focus

Fresh water

Funding

Anonymous

Grantee
Anonymous (Scotland-based)

I ss u e

focus

Climate and atmosphere

Funding

level

Over £1 million
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partnerships with other environmental
NGOs, with whom we occasionally run
joint campaigns.
I have learned some key lessons from the
experience. Success requires positivity and
pragmatism. Investing in talented people is
key. Worrying people by telling them that
‘the end of the world is nigh’ is unhelpful,
while creating mechanisms to reward
climate-beneficial behaviour makes sense.
And finally: helping people to love nature
is wonderfully effective.

level

£250,000–£500,000

Project

‘When we provide funding to
the right grantees, it can be
worth the risk of supporting a
challenging environmental goal.
The funding must be long-term,
so that organisations can be
sustained and keep their work
going on the ground.’

l o c at i o n

Montenegro

work – but the EU’s reaction to the project
was a key factor in its success. We can
be the spark that ignites good conservation work. This is a
crucial role for private philanthropy, and family foundations
in particular.

EuroNatur, the Center for Protection and
Research of Birds in Montenegro (CZIP)
and others were looking to ensure long-term conservation of
the ‘Salina’ by achieving its full legal protection as well as its
sustainable management. At the time, this seemed like a long
shot, with very little chance of success given the political forces
lined up against the idea of protection. But we became convinced
to support the initiative for two main reasons: first, that time
was against the project, as we knew the degradation of the
Salina could be a very fast process; and second, that the chance
of success was so low that we knew that only a philanthropic or
private foundation could take the risk.

Funder

I nspire

Two years later, as a result of the partners’ hard work, the
Montenegro government announced that it was designating
the Ulcinj Salina a national protected area. There is still work
to be done to ensure its effective management and ongoing
protection – but the conferring of protected status is a huge
step forwards.
Supporting the project proved to us again that when we
provide the right funding to the right grantees, it can be
worth the risk of supporting a challenging environmental
goal. The funding must be long-term, so that organisations
can be sustained and keep their work going on the ground.
Governmental or other institutions like the European Union
would never fund or support our partners in this kind of
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Reintroduction of beavers to Scotland
For at least four hundred years, beavers
‘This is the first time a mammal
Funder
were a long-lost memory in Great Britain,
People’s Trust for
has been formally reintroduced in
having been hunted to extinction – killed
Endangered Species, raised
UK history and we’re incredibly
for their pelts and the medicinal properties
from multiple supporters
of their glands. Yet beavers had been a
proud to have been a part of it.’
(Jill Nelson)
key species on this island for millennia.
Grantee
Known as ‘natural engineers’ for good
we might take. Their reintroduction is a
Scottish Wildlife Trust
reason, beavers have an extraordinary
cost-effective approach to restoring our
I ss u e f o c u s
ability to modify their immediate habitats
impoverished environment.
Biodiversity and
and surroundings. They build dams along
species preservation
Recognising the potential for beavers to
streams and rivers that filter out pollutants,
help us address a host of conservation
reduce flooding, store water in pools
Funding level
issues, we supported the Scottish
£100,000–£200,000
for times of drought, and attract a great
Wildlife Trust (SWT) and their
diversity of other wildlife. The return of
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
partners when they ran a trial beaver
beavers will do more to create the right
Scotland
reintroduction in Knapdale Forest in
conditions for our wetland habitats,
mid-Argyll. Our contribution was to
wildlife and ecosystems to thrive than most
a
much
larger
budget
secured by SWT and was used
other significantly more expensive management interventions
as general funding for public engagement prior to and
during the release, monitoring the release itself, and
visitor communication efforts.
Wild beavers were translocated from Norway in family
groups, with eleven animals initially released in
May 2009. It was a challenging but ultimately
successful project, culminating in the Scottish
government confirming that the animals
could remain in the wild where they
continue to thrive today. It will take
some years for the animals to have a
full impact on their environment, but
they are already re-engineering the
landscape and making a significant
difference.
This is the first time a mammal has
been formally reintroduced in UK
history and we’re incredibly proud
to have been a part of it.
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Cultivating young conservationists
At the foundation, we like to hear from new organisations
like Action for Conservation, a group that supports young
people to be the protagonists of the future on environmental
issues. The organisation came about when, in 2012, young
conservationist Hendrikus van Hensbergen took two of
his colleagues to his old secondary school to talk about
their work. Through this experience they caught a glimmer
of what might be possible if they inspired more young
people to take up their cause. They decided to recruit all of
their friends working in conservation to do the same: visit
schools, talk about what they do and encourage involvement
in local groups. With the steady decline in UK wildlife, a
conservation movement that felt stale and a distinct lack of
diversity in the sector, they saw an opportunity to re-energise
the movement. Action for Conservation was born with a
vision that every young person in the UK is moved and
empowered to protect the natural world.

will act as an exemplar for government and other NGOs
while also restoring nature. They are inundated with people
desperate to work with them – they’re so effective at getting
young people enthused and making sure they get some really
good hands-on opportunities to make a difference.

We initially gave the organisation £60,000 over two years,
which allowed Hendrikus to go from being a committed
volunteer to giving the organisation all of his working
energy. And as some of the funding paid for a supporting
member of staff, it also freed him from day-to-day admin.
Our grant also sent a signal to other funders that Action for
Conservation was worth backing – that endorsement can be
pretty powerful.
The group now runs a programme of
school workshops, hosts all-inclusive
residential conservation camps, facilitates
a one-to-one mentoring programme for
young people, and in 2019 launched the
world’s largest youth-led nature restoration
project on a two-thousand-acre estate in
the Brecon Beacons National Park. There,
they are working with landowners, tenant
farmers, scientists and a group of twenty
young people to create a gold standard
for youth-led action on the ground, which

There is something special about funding new initiatives
at the early stages, in some part because it means taking a
punt. We usually get it right, if not always!
There’s also a special energy that comes
Funder
with a new initiative. We tend to start in
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
a small way but if the organisation really
(Jenny Dadd)
takes off, we will give them a much bigger
Grantee
grant. So, for example, after our initial
Action for Conservation
£60,000 grant over two years to Action
for Conservation, we gave them a second
I ss u e f o c u s
Multi-issue work
grant of £500,000 over five years. We
liked the ambition that their second grant
Funding level
request represented, and I think that this
£560,000
grant is a fantastic example of the fusion
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
of two key areas of interest for us – young
UK
people and the environment.
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Funding what others don’t –
the fight against waste and toxic chemicals
that the chemicals that cause such harm
are substituted with safer alternatives.
Orp Foundation
EFN research tells us that this is a really
(Sarah Oppenheimer)
underfunded ‘Cinderella’ issue, and that
Grantee
few large NGOs address it any more. The
United Kingdom Without
brilliant thing about CHEM Trust is that
Incineration Network (UKWIN)
they work at the EU level but also in the
and CHEM Trust
UK. If they weren’t here, no one would be
I ss u e f o c u s
tracking the EU regulation concerning the
Consumption and waste;
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
toxics and pollution
restriction of Chemicals (REACH). No one
would be shouting about the implications
Funding level
Multi-year grants of £10,000 each
of Brexit for chemical policy and regulation
in the UK, which is quite scary. The
P r o j e c t l o c at i o n
chemicals industry is pretty big and very
UK
UKWIN’s overarching mission is to
economically significant so has a powerful
bring about an end to the incineration
influence. If we come out of REACH, the
of mixed waste. It helps individuals and
possibility that we might end up with US standards instead of
groups develop the case against incineration, and supports
EU ones is alarming for human and wildlife health.
networking and information-sharing between campaigners.
It’s an organisation close to my heart and that of another Orp
We are small but it’s nice to know that when we do make
Foundation trustee: we’ve both worked on waste management
grants, they’re going to the areas in which they are needed
and we both feel it’s really necessary, especially because the
the most. We know that giving core money rather than
big NGOs don’t prioritise it. There’s a huge space to occupy, a
project grants to small organisations, and allowing them to
vital job to do, and not many people doing it.
spend it as they see best, is much more useful to them, as well
We feel as though we make a difference
through funding organisations like UKWIN
(United Kingdom Without Incineration
Network), which we have funded for two
years in a row, and CHEM Trust. The
Environmental Funders Network (EFN)
research into where green philanthropy
goes, which reveals the underfunded issues,
is really important for small foundations like
ours – we’re not big players, we can’t make
a massive difference, so we want to do as
much as we can with what we have and use
our money where it will have the greatest
impact. EFN helps us to focus.

Funder

as being much less work to manage. We know the individuals
involved and trust them to make good decisions. The grants
we have repeated, for instance to UKWIN and CHEM˙
Trust, are those we feel really confident about.

Local governments make decisions all over the country
about, for example, building an incinerator that locks them
into feeding it and disincentivises recycling for forty years
so that the cost of building the incinerator can be paid back.
Apart from UKWIN and local groups, I am not sure there is
any nationally coordinated work to challenge those perverse
decisions. I am really proud that we support UKWIN but I
don’t think we’re enough.

There are such fantastic, dedicated people working on
environmental issues, trying to ensure a better world
for us and our children, that it’s a privilege to be able to
support them in what they do. That being said, it remains
incredibly frustrating that crucial issues like resource
management and toxics are not prioritised more by those
organisations with big money.

We’ve also supported CHEM Trust for a number of years.
CHEM Trust’s aim is to prevent man-made chemicals from
causing long-term damage to wildlife or humans, by ensuring

38

‘We know that giving core money rather than project grants to small organisations, and allowing them
to spend it as they see best, is much more useful to them, as well as being much less work to manage. We
know the individuals involved and trust them to make good decisions.’
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